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project Mission Bay
house 
by Dorrington 
Atcheson Architects
•  a u c k l a n d  •

Sentry-like edifices mark the entry to 
this surprisingly open family home. 

Words by Claire McCall
Photography by Emma-Jane Hetherington
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01 Two stone-clad structures 
flank a transparent entry – 
a hint of the openness to 
be found within.
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 W ith its imposing textural stone-work, filigree detailing and 
entrance gateway that leads to an inner courtyard, there’s 
something faintly Middle Eastern about this home. Certainly 
the house, designed by Tim Dorrington and Sam Atcheson 

of DAA, hasn’t the pretty weatherboard, picket-fence aesthetics of its 
neighbours in the East Auckland suburb of Mission Bay.

Its planning, too, sheers away from the central hallway with 
rooms leading off it typology. Laid out on a couple of intersecting 
axes, visitors enter a passage between those two monumental blocks, 
and must pass the courtyard before encountering the living pavilion 
at the back of the home.

“The clients wanted the house to act as a portal to the garden – an 
architecture that celebrated its park-like setting,” says Atcheson. 

On the street, nestled up to a protected puriri tree, two bluestone-
clad garage blocks, with bedrooms above, act as gate-keepers. Although 
they are identical in terms of volume, DAA varied the screens and 
window placement as detailing that is deliberately asymmetrical.   

Chief to the plan was balancing expansiveness and enclosure. “The 
house starts as a solid grounded mass but opens up as you progress 
through until it explodes into the back garden,” says Atcheson.

“The living pavilion with its three-metre elevation is a permeable 
punctuation between the courtyard pool and an expansive stretch of 
lawn. “With such height and extensive joinery, it could have been a 
monolithic glass-box, but we made it more recessive by using louvres 
and vertical cedar cladding.”

Conceived as ‘a table with interspaced legs’ – it is a simple form 
with a hipped Euro-tray roof and timber-wrapped posts that disguise 
the downpipes.

On one side, the courtyard paving continues seamlessly into a 
dining area within the pavilion to further blur the transition between 
alfresco and interior spaces. Elsewhere pre-finished oak flooring 
defines the living zone and kitchen, bringing textural warmth. With 
its dark-stained cabinetry, the kitchen becomes ‘a block within a 
block’. It and two fireplaces act as internal focal points to offset the 
lush view of the garden. 

Choosing a material palette that was modern but not overly sterile 
was the key to this project. DAA worked closely with the clients, 
builder and interior designer Debra Gardien in a collaboration that 
combines simplicity with drama.

A trio of bluestone tile, cedar and black aluminium provide a 
strong framework; Gardien added the “little pieces of awesome” such 
as the patterned iron screens on the entrance gate and the stairwell to 
the master-bedroom block. In a never-ending play from morning to 
sundown, these screens throw a tapestry of shadow onto vertical and 
horizontal surfaces; the reflection of light from the courtyard pool 
similarly dapples the ceilings.     

The media room, set a few steps below ground level, is bunker-like. 
It is enclosed on three sides but a window becomes a focussed aperture 
to the outdoors. “By effectively burying it, it becomes the antithesis 
to the transparency of the pavilion,” says Atcheson. To emphasise the 
point, Gardien chose to define the room with wallpaper that looks 
like weathered concrete.

With flexible spaces that accommodate the needs of the couple 
and their two children – plus many options for entertaining – this 
house, with its unusual planning and touches of material magic, does 
the business for both work and play. 

02 The living pavilion features 
glazed walls onto the 
courtyard to reinforce the 
sense of transparency.

03 The main bedroom is housed 
within its own upper-level 
pavilion, affording a high level 
of privacy. 
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Upper floor plan

Ground floor plan

1 Entry
2 Kitchen/scullery
3 Dining/living
4 Bedroom
5 Wardrobe

6 Ensuite
7 Powder room
8 Media room
9 Office
10 Laundry

11 Outdoor dining
12 Pool
13 Garage
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04 Boundaries between 
indoors and out have been 
deliberately blurred with 
the living area seamlessly 
transitioning into a covered 
outdoor dining area at one end 
and the courtyard on one side.
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Architect
DAA
68 France Street, Eden Terrace
Auckland 1010
09 361 6688
daa.co.nz

Practice profile
An award-winning boutique 
practice, DAA works on a range of 
projects and to a range of budgets. 
We love our work, pride ourselves 
on professionalism in what we do 
and enjoy working with our clients 
to achieve a result that resolves 
their brief.

Project team
Tim Dorrington, Sam Atcheson

Builder and project manager
Rob Gardien, Gardien 
Construction

05 The house responds to 
the owners’ brief for a 
‘portal to the garden’ with 
the ground level areas 
opening directly onto the 
yard on multiple sides.

Consultants
Engineer: Sullivans Hall
Quantity surveyor: Tripp 
Andrews
Landscape designer: Jules 
Worley, MyGardener
Interior, kitchen and bathroom 
designer: Debra Gardien
Kitchen manufacturer: Asher 
Interiors

Products
External Walls: Blue stone; 
vertical cedar shiplap
Roofing: Eurotray-profile 
Colorsteel
Skylights: Velux
Ceiling and internal walls: Gib
Paints and varnishes: Drydens
Tiling: Basalt tile from European 
Ceramics
Flooring: B&O Casa (timber); 
John Kasper Carpets (carpet)

Windows and doors: Total Doors 
and Cavity Sliders
Window and door hardware: 
Halliday + Baillie
Heating: Century 2000
Blinds and drapes: SP Blinds; 
Window Design Interiors
Audio visual: Akon
Joinery: Fariview Joinery
Fireplace: Living Flame
Outdoor furniture: Studio Italia; 
Kettal
Paving: Italian Stone
Steel screens: Powersurge
Louvres: Louvretec

Time schedule
Design and planning: 12 months
Construction: 12 months

Project areas
Site size: 2200m2 
Building area: 745m2
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